WILLAMENA

Lost in the Shadows

With production from 100-million seller Kevin
Beamish (REO Speedwagon, Jefferson Starship,
Kenny Chesney) single “When Love Rescued Me”
impacts Triple A radio nationwide on
January 14, 2013.
“… [T]he infectious single, ‘When Love Rescued Me’ and its chiming guitars and soaring chorus… provide[ ] the perfect
introduction to [Lucas] Ross's vocal style… moments that are reminiscent of Matchbox 20's Rob Thomas…” – Justin Kreitzer
“… [A]n instantly accessible sound that calls to mind groups like Counting Crows and Matchbox Twenty… 'When Love Rescued
Me'… has a very polished pop rock texture with hooks... This kind of sound has a widespread appeal...” – G.W. Hill

“Lost in the Shadows” also features tracks produced
by Grammy-winning engineer John Seymour
(U2, Dave Matthews, Santana)
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“… [Lost… has] a very polished sound that suits their seemingly effortless radio-ready rock anthems perfectly… [It] should
help… give them the national attention they… rightfully deserve.” – Justin Kreitzer
“There is plenty to like here and these guys should really make a splash on the music scene… Expect great things from
Willamena. They've got the chops to achieve them… 4.5 stars (out of 5).” – G.W. Hill

“Broken Heart,” a self-produced advance single on “Lost...” has aired
on over 125 terrestrial stations (plus internet stations and cable
systems) from Florida to Osaka Japan, including regular rotation on
Triple-A tastemakers like Undercurrents (nationwide, 35*) WFIV
(Knoxville) KWSS (Phoenix) WYCE (Grand Rapids) and more.
“Far From the Current,” a 2004 self-produced full CD, aired from
Seattle to Long Island to Europe. It made XM Unsigned’s “most
played” and “most notable” lists and a ﬁlm soundtrack, merited a
Village Voice mention and two WYCE “Jammie” award nominations,
and impressed critics for NYRock.com, LoveLaborMusic.com, etc.
For more information including a long-form band bio,
downloadable images, and links to additional early reviews and
more music, please see www.willamena.net.
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